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Latest news and resources on research

News
Get the insights you need on the Coronavirus
Access the world’s leading research and late-breaking news on this rapidly evolving health emergency.
Stay on top of all the latest Coronavirus news with complimentary access to curated BioWorld articles. Coverage includes breaking research, clinical, regulatory and business development news.

Download now

EU REPORT
The value of bibliometric databases: Data-intensive studies beyond search and discovery
The latest report from the ISI reviews how researchers, analysts and research organisations use Web of Science data, drawing on the content of the database to show how often and in what ways the data underpins the global research base.

What’s new at Publons
New features on Publons
Try out the latest Publons features
Look out for open peer review with the Publons Article Badge, showcase your top or most recent publications, get recognition for your grant peer reviews, and more.

World’s top Peer Reviewers
Global Peer Review Awards 2019
The Global Peer Review Awards, powered by Publons, celebrated over 4,000 experts who defend the quality and integrity of science and research through peer review.

Web of Science Group upcoming webinar
Multi-authorship and Modern Publication Dynamics
Find out about the current dynamics in multi-authorship networks and how they affect citation impact.

Useful videos
The Value of True Citation Indexings
Learn how our careful editorial selection and indexing structure make the Web of Science the world’s premier citation database.

Evaluating regional collaborations
Evaluate an institution’s collaborations with a particular country and the levels of collaboration with institutions in that region.

Author Records
Introduction to Author Records in Web of Science Core Collection.

Using EndNote in six minutes
This video offers a swift overview of the most popular features in EndNote for Windows.

Read real stories, insights and stay up to date with the latest research news
Subscribe to this newsletter
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